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Top 100 Tech Companies Founded
and Managed by Indians in the U.S.

T

he Indian entrepreneurial community residing in
the U.S. is ending 2014 on a high note. With markets
having recovered and disruptive technologies such
as cloud, big data, analytics, mobile, IoT becoming
mainstream, a new wave of innovative companies have
emerged in the market and are winning over the CIOs. Indian
techies are now the toast of Silicon Valley for having built
several path breaking product companies that aim at solving
critical enterprise issues.
It is time once again to recognize the best among
thriving Indian entrepreneurial community in the U.S.
Siliconindia presents to you the si100 list for 2014. Like
every year, the annual si100 issue includes carefully
scrutinized companies which display the characteristics
of long-term visibility, sustained growth, business focus,
profitability and customer and employee value-creation.
The exhaustive list consists of companies which have made
a mark in their area of expertise, be it Customer Relationship
Management, Enterprise Resource Planning, Cyber Security,
Networking, Mobile Apps, Hybrid Cloud or Web-Scale IT,

offering an opportunity for strategic business advantage
for early adopters and unveiling the potential for significant
market disruption. While some are bringing revolution
to the business processes through their products, others
are making sure through their services that technological
adoptions are perfectly oriented towards the objectives.
We salute each and every one of these entrepreneurs
for their leadership, and particularly for their unrelenting
dedication in building their companies. Each and every
entrepreneur on this list demonstrates the utmost passion
for building lasting enterprises and exudes confidence
that they will succeed in tackling the current economic
conditions.
A distinguished panel comprising of accomplished Indian
CEO's & CIO's of public companies, VC's, analysts, founders
of other VC funded companies including siliconindia editorial
board decided on the top 100 companies. We congratulate
the 100 finalists for achieving this vote of respect from
industry leaders and commend the enterprising spirit of the
Indian community and its dynamic leaders.
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Description:
ShowMyPC provides
seamless screen sharing services for users,
that can integrate into
any website, software
or hardware device
enabling instant collaboration

ShowMyPC: Real Time Collaboration in
the Cloud “For Everyone”

S

howMyPC is a Campbell, CA
based startup that has evolved
from a seamless screen sharing
solution to a comprehensive
product that can integrate into any
website, software or hardware device
that needs collaboration
ShowMyPC has catered to the
industry by providing commendable
tools and solutions that have solved
most communication challenges of the

ShowMyPC strides
with pride in
providing free
and cost effective
premium tools using
open technologies
current market.
Screen Sharing, Remote Support
and Meeting services are becoming
primary priorities of many, as they
enable connectivity and keep the
business running efficiently on a
global scale. ShowMyPC provides
services that allow any user with a
computer or smart device to help
and support anyone across the world
in an instant. This free service does
not require any login or registration
formalities, but only an internet
connection in order to reach any
corner worldwide. The company also
has a subscription based model, which
is a low barrier to entry for anyone who
needs advanced features to conduct
meetings, demonstrations online, or

provide remote support.

Full Suite of Online Sharing Services

ShowMyPC strides with pride in
providing free and cost effective
premium
tools
using
open
technologies. The services include
free and premium Remote PC access,
Desktop Sharing, and Screen Sharing.
“We also provide ancillary services
such as Helpdesk, Monitoring,
Invoicing, so that our clients do not
have to worry about managing their
day to day business operations, and
can focus on what matters most- the
customers,” delineates Swati Tewari,
Co-Founder of the company. The
firm also offers in house Enterprise
solutions ensuring complete privacy
and customized integration.
The company is enriched
with subscribers in various
industry verticals such as
Entertainment, Medicine,
Finance,
Education,
Telecommunications,
and
IT. Few of ShowMyPC’s
customers from different
verticals include Keyence- a
leading supplier of sensors,
measuring
systems,
laser
markers,
microscopes,
and
machine vision systems worldwide,
EXFO- a provider of next-generation
test and service assurance
solutions for wireless and
wireline network operators and
equipment manufacturers in
the global telecom industry,
and Unified Grocers- a
retailer owned wholesale
grocery cooperative
that
supplies

independent supermarkets in the
Western United States. ShowMyPC’s
potential clients are all the individuals
who have a need to remotely help,
support, or access remote computers
in this highly connected world to
leverage the benefits of integration.

Exciting Future

ShowMyPC has a vision that will
help drive the next generation of free
services as a standalone product for
the masses and as an integrated option
for power consumers. The company
intends to keep their current push
to offer free services and tools to
improve the connectivity in every
remote geographical area of the world.
Another vital focus of the company in
the
imminent years is to further
enhance the existing
cloud network with
ancillary services
to offer customers
a
one-stopshop for all their
networking
and
collaboration
needs.

Vagish Narang,
CEO & Founder
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